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A decade in the making, The Sweater Book is a fascinating study in personality. By asking his
subjects to put on the same cardigan sweater and seeing how they choose to wear it, Mosher
was able to capture on film a most remarkable phenomenon - when given a common item with
which to express themselves, each person's distinctive personality came shining through, and
the sweater becomes a symbol of what each considers to be most unique about
themselves.The resulting collection of over 500 stunning black-and-white photographs proves to
be a touching and exhilarating ride from New York to Dallas, from Hollywood to London, as
Mosher explores the creativity of celebrities and humbles alike - in their homes and workplaces,
with their families and pets, in any way they chose. The people featured includes top names from
the world of theater, film, TV, fashion, music, dance, and literature, such as Michael Bolton,
Dominick Dunne, Matthew Broderick, Ted Danson, Tim Allen, Noah Wyle, Quentin Crisp, Josh
Hartnett, Ryan Phillipe, and many more. See Sarah Michelle Gellar on the set of Buffy The
Vampire Slayer before the first episode aired. See Swoosie Kurtz and Chris Meloni show some
skin. See Jason Alexander re-enacting the behavior of his newborn child. See Jenna Elfman
jumping for joy and Sela Ward snuggling her sibling. You will be amazed at how many different
ways this one sweater can be worn!

About the AuthorStephen Mosher was born in Dallas and raised in many places, from California
to Switzerland. He has been behind the camera for 23 years. Specializing in portraiture and
entertainment industry photography, he has shot everything from theatrical stills to CD covers,
from nudes to family portraits. He proudly lives and works in New York City and is currently
working on six new books, all benefits for charitable organizations. Stephen Mosher will donate a
substantial portion of his proceeds from the sale of this book to AIDS organizations.
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Ebook Library Reader, “It is a fabulous book!. There was an issues with delivery and they fixed
quickly. The book is beautiful and has a real uniting theme. Creative. I enjoy looking at the great
photography and the personalities drawn out.”

Julie Carriker, “This book is beautiful! I first heard of it shortly after it .... This book is beautiful! I
first heard of it shortly after it came out and it was well-worth the ten-plus year wait. The photos
are lovely and it's amazing how different people choose to "wear" the same sweater.”

ximena Perez, “What a fun project!. I purchased a book called "The Sweater Project: Hundreds
of pictures One common Thread"I had heard an interview with the photographer / creator of this
book and it peeked my interest.It's a neat look at how different people can tell a story without
words using the same prop.The pictures are beautiful and the story behind in great.I'm proud to
have this book on my coffee table.I've told everyone I know about and the money goest to HIV/
Aids research.Well done!”

Kenneth DeRusso, “The beauty inThe Sweater Book.... A collection of pictures is really a canvas
to a photographer. This canvas, The Sweater Book, is that of Stephen Mosher. His book
illustrates the undeniable beauty that is portrayed in over 500 black and white photos containing
one similar facet; a sweater. So simple, and yet so genius. Only a TRUE artist can not only
create an image like this, but to pull it off is another feat.Stephen has mastered his Field, and he
has this book to prove it. Not only that, but for proceeds to go to aid a charitableorganization
shows that its not about the money, but really about the art!Hats off to Stephen for giving us this
book of precious photographs, and I am sure that all will enjoy it. Have it on your living room
table, your bedroom nightstand; anywhere you sit, and relax, and enjoy the moments captured in
this book. The only thing more exhilarating then observing these photographs, is the thought of
witnessing the true moment of being there while the picture is taken. For now, we have the proof
of that moment, in this book.”

Rebecca E. Snook, “Great book for a good cause. When you buy a product and you know the
proceeds are going to a charity, you always feel good about yourself. But good about the
purchase itself? Not often. It's usually some lame overpriced promotional item that seems to
reinforce the feeling that you did a good thing. NOT here baby!!! Although sales of this book
benefit Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS, that's only one of the myriad of reasons to buy this
touching, poignant and funny book. Yes, funny! A plethora of famous figures (and some not so
famous, but all fabulous) pose with a sweater. The photographer did not tell them what to do --
they had to figure it out themselves. And their personalities are revealed by what they did with
the pullover. For geeks, there's an amazing Star Trek section (TNG not TOS) and for theater
queens there are multiple Broadway stars. I don't want to tell you who is in the book, because



each time you turn the page, you should be surprised. If you love celebrities and you love
photography, it's imperative that you own this teasure.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A Fabulous Collection of Celeb Photos. Photographer Stephen Mosher
may have started out his sweater photographs as a lark that turned into a project to raise money
for AIDS, but the ultimate product is a beautiful collection of photographs that everyone should
have on their coffee table. Mosher has a great eye for setting a photograph and he also
captures the essence of each celebrity, whether madcap, dramatic, or touching. And it is
certainly not your typical Celebrity photo! Mosher's anecdotes and commentary that are
inserted throughout the book are also charming and eloquently written. I was swept away by the
photographs in this book and everyone I have shown my copy to has wanted to buy it - what
better recommendation can you ask!  A great gift book, especially for Christmas.”

Elizabeth Honig, “Beautiful. I love this book. Stephen Mosher is a truly gifted artist and this book
is just beautiful. Having each celebrity wear the same sweater for the photographs is so clever
and it's fun seeing how everyone chose to present themselves and the sweater. The fact that it
benefits AIDS research is an added bonus.  I'd highly recommend this beautiful book.”

The book by Bruce Weber has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 15 people have provided feedback.
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